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SQE-ezed Out: SRA, Status and Stasis
Jessica Guth and Kathryn Dutton
Introduction
'Widening participation' has become a mantra of the SRA and certain select law firms seeking to
provide a rationale for the controversial and divisive move to the Solicitor's Qualifying Examination
(SQE). This fundamentally flawed and misleading assumption presents a significant danger of not
only perpetuating inequality stasis in the profession, but also of diverting attention from other
reforms critical to diversity, substantive equality and justice. This paper considers the rhetoric of
widening participation in relation to the solicitors profession and highlights that the SQE proposals
spawned from a social field that has persistently resisted meaningful change in its defence of, and
deference to, the status quo. From this context, consideration will be given to the likely effect of the
SQE upon both participation in the profession and aspiring solicitors. It will be argued that the SQE
is, for a multitude of reasons, more likely to increase inequality in the profession. The SQE will
perpetuate patterns of subordination and silencing of already unrepresented social groups, and it is
likely that the profession will in fact enter a period of regression rather than the promised increased
participation and diversity. For individual, aspiring solicitors who do not conform to the status
requirements of this intransigent social field the outcome is inevitably 'habitus dislocation' 1 and
concomitant 'hidden injuries'. 2 This is an outcome that will have devastating effects on scores of
individual lives, and have the longer term generational effect of various groups self-excluding as
they conclude that the profession is 'not for the likes of them'.
In our work there is one key underlying assumption which we ought to make explicit. We believe
that a diverse legal profession is not only a good thing but of crucial importance to the functioning of
society and the furtherance of (social) justice. 3 Linked to that is our wide conceptualisation of
diversity which goes beyond the protected characteristics of gender, race, religion etc but is about
who we are, our socio-economic backgrounds, the contexts in which we grew up and the contexts to
which we were exposed including the type of school we attended, the university we went to and the
geographical location we grew up in, live in and have an affinity with, as well as anything else we
individually think and feel is important to us in shaping our identities. In this paper we do not have
the scope to explore these assumptions and make the case for them in any detail but they are
nonetheless the assumptions from which we write.
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This paper begins with a brief examination of the widening participation mantra in the context of law
schools and the legal profession and solicitors in particular. It provides a snapshot of some of the
diversity indicators and issues in the profession and thus begins to point towards some of the serious
concerns which need to be addressed if we should indeed value and strive for diversity in the
profession. We then move to a more detailed analysis of the SRA’s proposals and the SQE in
particular to highlight how they simply cannot address diversity concerns, neither in practical nor
theoretical terms. In the final section we then aim to mitigate the impact of the SQE by considering
how diversity in the solicitors profession can be more meaningfully addressed and how legal
education, in its response to the current reforms, can help prepare students to navigate the unfair,
unequal and complex pathways that lead into the world of work, including the work of solicitors.

Widening Participation, Solicitors and an Inequality Stasis
Both Higher Education (H.E.) and the legal sector have changed significantly in recent times, growing
significantly and prima facie showing evidence of ‘widening participation’ from individuals whose
class and/ or background would have prevented their entry only a few decades previously. 4
Increased participation or itself, however, cannot and should not be heralded as a success story (as it
sometimes glibly is) for diversity in either HE or the legal sector. For many, equality of opportunity
remains a distant dream.
Numerous commentators have identified that despite an unprecedented surge in participation,
English H.E. ‘continues to be monopolised by those from higher socio-economic classes’. 5 Loveday
astutely directs attention to the 2011 Cabinet Office Strategy for Social Mobility which identified:
‘Almost one in five children receive free school meals, yet this group accounts for fewer than one in
a hundred Oxbridge students’. The debate over class and race discrimination at England’s most
‘elite’ institutions has, if anything, become more pronounced in recent years, with data showing that
Oxford and Cambridge have regressed with regard to socio-economic diversity. 6 Reay et al have
pointed out ‘Whilst universities are reporting success in widening participation, there exists an
apparent polarisation between those universities attracting working-class and minority ethnic
students and those attracting the traditional university constituency.’ 7 Not only are those from lower
socio-economic backgrounds less likely to apply to go to university, they are also less likely to get
accepted to prestigious institutions if they do apply. 8 There are a variety of reasons for this that
4
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cannot be fully explored here but they include factors such as: the type of qualification obtained
(with A-Levels being privileged over other types of qualifications) 9 and the support and opportunities
available to students. There is a plethora of research which confirms what Hussey and Smith state
succinctly: “Class and racial inequalities stain our pre-school, primary and secondary education
systems, so that the pattern is deeply engraved before the tertiary stage is reached.” 10
For those that do reach University, class divisions that can be difficult to define are often deeply felt
by students. 11 This is especially the case for those that defy the odds to reach England’s most elite
institutions. Despite the discourses of diversity that are now glibly mouthed throughout much of the
H.E. sector, many working-class students feel a sense of dislocation and lack of ‘fit’ that has changed
little in the past decades. 12 These students remain the proverbial ‘fish out of water’. 13
Thus, perversely, the greatest beneficiaries of the expansion in student numbers are however those
with professional backgrounds with those from ‘low skilled’ backgrounds seeing only a marginal
increase in young people attending university. 14 In short ‘the serious inequality of representation
between the different socio-economic groups persists in the UK.’ 15

The Legal Education and Training Review (LETR) echoed the concerns outlined above in the specific
context of legal education and identified the issues as follows:
“Widening participation policies over the last two decades have undoubtedly
changed the composition of the undergraduate population. The law student
population today is predominantly female with a proportionate overrepresentation of BME students relative to population norms. In that sense, the
sector performs ‘well’ in terms of those diversity criteria. In other respects,
progress has been more limited. As noted in the Literature Review, and in the
latest Milburn Reports, progress on widening the socio-economic origins of the
student population, particularly within elite universities has been slow, with
consequences for social mobility and the diversity of the professions.” 16
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Things have not changed, and may indeed have worsened, in the 5 years since the publication of
that report. The inequalities inherent in the higher education system – the route which most still
take to becoming a solicitor - are perpetuated in the profession.
The diversity data published on the SRA website 17 in February 2018 suggests a frightening similar
overall picture to the one that can be presented about higher education: overall there may be some
limited progress, but that progress masks deeply entrenched inequalities across the profession. 18 It
is easy to focus on the usual data based on protected characteristics and the headline data which is
used to evidence ‘progress’. In relation to gender equality 48% of solicitors/other lawyers (including
partners) in law firms are women and 21% come from BAME backgrounds. Of course these statistics
do not tell the full story and could be unpicked to reveal some quite staggering differences between
different types of solicitors firms and different locations. For example, if you filter by location the
gender gap at partner levels widens slightly, as it does if you filter by type of work and look at
corporate work; the gap narrows if you look at private client work. The percentage of BAME partners
is greatest in criminal work and whereas 9% of partners identified as Muslim, that percentage rose
to 17% if considering criminal work only. Frustratingly the data presented on the website does not
allow us to look at intersections of some of these characteristics to fully understand the issues. It
does, however, show a picture of polarities similar to those that can be seen in H.E. Participation has
widened in ‘some’ areas deemed suitable, but established elites remain stubbornly entrenched
elsewhere.
For the purposes of this paper, and an examination as to how the SQE will negatively impact on
diversity, the information provided about schools is perhaps most telling. 22% of all lawyers in law
firms attended an independent fee paying school and a further 10% attended school outside the UK.
Those numbers stay relatively stable when considering partners only. However, when we look at
London 26% of lawyers attended independent schools and 20% attended school outside the UK. At
partner level 23% attended school outside the UK leaving only 50% of partners in London firms
having been to a state school (compared to 78% in the North East). 19 It also seems that the bigger
the firm the more likely it is that the partners are privately educated. The firms which concentrate
on corporate law have the lowest proportion of state educated solicitors at 56%. Three quarters of
solicitors in firms doing mainly criminal and litigation work are state educated (77 and 76%
respectively). 20 Based on data provided by law firms regarding their 2013 graduate intake, 21% were
from Oxbridge, 58% from other Russell Group institutions, 15% from other UK universities and 6%
were overseas universities. 21 Reading this last data in the context of the persistent resistance of the
U.K.s top universities to truly provide equality of opportunity presents a very stark picture of the lack
of diversity amongst this graduate intake.
Whichever way you filter the statistics it becomes clear that even taking them at face value the
solicitors profession has a serious and significant diversity problem. Once you begin to unpick the
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data, the scale of the problem becomes ever more apparent. While law firms are doing better in
areas where boxes can easily be ticked, other factors such as socio-economic background are much
harder to address. In other words, law firms are willing to recruit people who look different as long
as they behave and act in the ‘right’ way and are seen to ‘fit’.
The LETR noted that
The data discussed so far indicate a growing awareness of a continuing need to
address diversity within the traditional legal professions, and the development of
a range of activities intended to broaden access. However, it also highlights the
continuation of selection and recruitment practices, including use of tariff scores,
internships and informal work experience, which serve, at worst, to block and, at
best, to slow down change, and a general lack of coordination and monitoring of
diversity activity. 22
Such practices remain commonplace and there seems little awareness amongst the top law firms as
to how their practices actually hinder efforts to increase diversity even where they are
contemporaneously appearing to engage in a range of ‘diversity initiatives’. Some firms recount a
progressive approach, such as this one reported in the Guardian: ‘We are open minded about where
people come from, as long as they are bright, motivated and capable of doing the complex work that
we do.’ 23 But even this quotation allows a glimpse at the unspoken or hidden requirements of being
‘bright, motivated and capable’ and leaves us wondering how these requirements are assessed and
whether it is possible to do so without recourse to the familiar proxies of university attended and
extra-curricular activities listed. 24
When looking at law firm webpages directed at potential recruits the lack of diversity is not
surprising. The following two examples are fairly typical
It doesn’t matter whether you’re a law or non-law student, a career changer or
already studying the LPC, we welcome applicants from diverse backgrounds and at
different career stages. But before you apply, make sure you have 128 UCAS points
(ABB) and are expecting a 2:1 class degree (or equivalent), if you don’t have one
already. 25
You’ll need to be on track to achieve, or have achieved, a 2:1 degree and 340 UCAS
points (AAB), or equivalent, and have a genuine interest in law. 26
What is striking about these requirements is not the 2:1 degree but the fact that in addition the
firms look back to A-Level grades without any notion that this is problematic. The research
categorically shows that inequalities caused by socio-economic background, type and location of
school attended and opportunities afforded during school impact on A-level results (not to mention
on choice of qualification and therefore the chance of taking A-Levels in the first place) and that this
22
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inequality only begins to be addressed at university level. While university qualifications begin to
address some of those issues they also perpetuate some of the inequalities. Students at lower
ranked and often new universities are more likely to come from poor socio-economic backgrounds,
be the first in their family to go to university and have far less social capital to help them navigate
the explicit, never mind the hidden expectations that come with entry into the legal profession.
While many of the students at these sorts of universities might well end up in legal work, they are
far more likely to work as paralegals and far more likely to spend their careers in high street firms
undertaking private client work rather than work in regional, national or so-called ‘Magic Circle’
firms. 27 Ashley et al’s research confirms
Despite their efforts to improve social inclusion over the past ten to fifteen years,
these elite firms continue to be heavily dominated at entry level by people from
more privileged socioeconomic backgrounds. This can be attributed primarily to a
tendency to recruit the majority of new entrants from a narrow group of elite
universities, where students are more likely to have attended selective or feepaying schools, and/or come from relatively affluent backgrounds. In addition, elite
firms define ‘talent’ according to a number of factors such as drive, resilience,
strong communication skills and above all confidence and ‘polish’, which
participants in the research acknowledged can be mapped on to middle-class status
and socialisation. 28
To be clear, we are not arguing that there is anything wrong with working in a high street firm or
that certain kinds of firms are what all law students should be aspiring to, but we need to
acknowledge the reality that unless these firms significantly change their recruitment practices they
are excluding a very significant proportion of very talented young minds simply because those young
minds cannot, by accident of where they are born and who their parents are, demonstrate the
middle class status and socialisation referred to above. Pursuing a career as a solicitor therefore
does not mean the same thing for all law students and we should be honest about the fact that for
many their career choices are limited well before they even set foot into a university.
The SRA has acknowledged some of the concerns in relation to diversity 29 and it has particularly
noted that the cost of qualification as a solicitor is prohibitive to some. This clearly exacerbates
inequalities as ‘less privileged students… tend to be most concerned about getting into debt.’ 30
There is also a growing, albeit complex, body of psychological research suggesting significant class
differences to risk, especial financial. 31 Reay et al, concurring with earlier research by Archer and
27
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Hutchings, note that working class student narratives of higher education were “narratives in which
both risk and costs are foregrounded.” 32 Arguably, those from the most disadvantaged backgrounds
will be those least willing to incur educational and financial risks. 33The current routes to qualification
are expensive. 34 Students must pay for a degree and if that degree is not in law they then need to
pay for a conversion course. Then there is the LPC which those at highly ranked institutions and with
the appropriate background often get paid for by the firms at which they have secured training
contracts, but for which those who have either secured training contracts at smaller firms or who
are taking a gamble on being able to secure a training contract at a later date will have to take on
more debt. The situation is clearly unsatisfactory. The SRA has suggested that the introduction of the
SQE will help address these concerns. However, as already pointed out in the editorial to this special
issue, it is far from clear that the new route will be significantly cheaper. The next section examines
the SRA’s proposal in the context of the LETR’s recommendations on equality and diversity and
shows why they will not work.
The SQE – doing violence to diversity?
The SRA stated at the beginning of their consultation process that
If the SQE were introduced:
•

All candidates would sit the same assessment - testing their competence to
be a solicitor more rigorously than under the current system.

•

The SQE would level the playing field between different routes to
qualification. It would provide an opportunity for people who had qualified
through attending less fashionable universities or through new routes, like
apprenticeships, to demonstrate that they are just as good as individuals who
had qualified through traditional routes or having attended more prestigious
universities.

•

The assessment would not, of itself, get rid of prior educational and social
disadvantage. However it might shine a light on any differences in attainment
between different groups, so we could focus attention on doing our part to
address the problem.

•

Information on training providers could offer employers a new way to target
their recruitment and widen their talent pool by looking beyond a narrow
group of universities. 35
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If taken at face value the points make welcome reading for those of us concerned about diversity
issues. A context where access to becoming a solicitor is based on a level playing field where
everyone knows the rules and no one is barred from playing is a laudable aim. However, there are a
whole host of assumptions and claims in these few bullet points that need careful consideration and
unpicking. The first is that the SQE does in fact test a candidate’s competence to be a solicitor and
that if it does, it does so more rigorously than the current system. While we disagree with that claim,
that is not the focus of this particular paper and others have already made that case. 36 The second is
that the SQE levels the playing field between different routes to qualification. It can only genuinely
do so if the SQE tells employers all they need to know about a potential employee. This assumes that
law firms will recruit purely on the basis of SQE scores and that the SQE therefore tests all the
knowledge, competencies and attributes law firms care about and look for. Clearly this is nonsense.
Law firms will continue to look for markers of excellence or even merely competence on the basis of
what they know, understand and are, as a community, comfortable with. Law firms now do not
recruit on the basis of LPC scores for example, nor do many of them feel able to look beyond A-level
scores in spite of outstanding educational achievement at degree level. It stands to reason that the
SQE will make no difference here. The LETR recognised this in relation to apprenticeships when it
stated:
Secondly, it is questionable how much difference the route will make in diversity
terms, or whether employers will tend to use it as a mechanism for recruiting high
calibre A-level students directly into paralegal roles. If this is so, then
apprenticeships may do very little to interrupt the pattern of social disadvantage
that is already present by the end of secondary education, and limit its
continuation into the professions. 37
The third claim presumes that the SRA can, in its role as a regulator of the profession, do something
to address the prior social or educational disadvantage if it could only understand it more fully.
However, the SRA has so far done very little to help remove obvious barriers (like the reliance on Alevel grades) to facilitate wider access and the claim sits somewhat at odds with the previous one
about levelling playing fields which seems to suggest that the SQE does in fact address the
disadvantage. If it does not, then one of the key justifications for the introduction of the new regime
is shown to be invalid.
Finally the fourth point suggests that data about training providers offers employers a new way of
widening their talent pool. 38 In making the statement the SRA is clearly assuming that there will be
training providers but under the SQE model there is no (regulatory) need for them. It is not clear
what data would be provided and how the training provider or route that leads any particular
candidate to the SQE would be recorded in any meaningful way. Even if it could, it would say very
little about the training provider or the candidate because it records a brief snapshot of that
36
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candidate’s journey to the SQE only and their SQE success or otherwise cannot be down to what can
be captured in that snapshot alone. It also wholly undermines the notion of the SQE as levelling the
playing field because if it truly does so, then candidates should be selected purely on the basis of
their score; the training provider or route to the qualification in the level playing field scenario must
be irrelevant to the employer. The employer only needs information about a training provider if
where or how someone prepares for the SQE is to become some marker of or proxy for quality. If
the presumption behind this is that the training provider will be a university it seems strange to
suggest that employers will treat them any differently to the way they now view LPC providers. The
university that counts is the university where candidates completed their degree, that, along with ALevels, is the trusted proxy of quality and there is absolutely no evidence to suggest that the SQE
would change that. Nonetheless the SRA holds on to the claim that the ‘proposals to introduce a
centralised assessment for would-be solicitors could lead to improved diversity in the profession and
increased social mobility. 39
As we have shown above the basis of that claim is flawed and does not stand up to logical reasoning.
It is also problematic because much of the claim was, at least initially, based on the SQE route being
cheaper. The SRA noted that
If training is included as part of a degree, then there will be no additional charge.
However, there is likely to be an additional charge for the SQE assessments. We
anticipate that there will be training courses that are not part of a degree by the
time the SQE is introduced. These have not yet been launched, so we do not know
how much these will cost. 40
While it is clear that the widening access claim based on lower costs can be dismissed, that claim also
draws our attention away from other perhaps even more problematic issues. So let us assume, in
spite of the evidence to the contrary, that the cost of qualification is less if students take an ‘SQE
ready’ (or at least focused) degree which aims to prepare them for the exam. Let us further assume,
though this is far from likely, that a degree programme can adequately prepare a student for the
SQE. And then let us ask a series of quite simple questions: which universities will offer such degrees?
Who will the students be who take these SQE ready degrees? Who will recruit the graduates from
those degrees? The Law Learned Associations, in responding to the consultations on the SRA
proposals, 41 repeatedly pointed to these issues as needing serious consideration. They summed up
their concerns in a submission made to the Legal Services Board:
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Students of modest means, predominantly from low and marginal socio-economic
groups, and disproportionately from BAME communities, are likely to take
vocationally-oriented law degree programmes producing SQE1-ready students
who will not be sought after by most law firms […]. Although this is unfortunate in
many ways, it is also understandable, since firms will continue to seek students
with a sound intellectual education as well as vocational knowledge and skills. 42
Evidence so far suggests that the only institutions considering introducing SQE focused degrees are
law schools based in new universities or those, usually lower ranked, schools which have
traditionally had a vocational focus. 43 As with previous reforms of legal education, very little changes
for the Russell Group institutions who, despite some efforts to increase the diversity of the student
body, continue to select their students from a relatively narrow socio-economic group and funnel
them into elite jobs which remain closed to others. 44 The SQE does not change this.
In fact the SQE potentially makes the inequalities inherent in the legal education system worse in a
number of ways. How it does so can be highlighted by asking a further series of questions: What will
be taught on an SQE focused degree? Who will teach on an SQE focused degree? How will SQE
focused degrees be assessed? Considering the statement of underpinning legal knowledge 45 and the
day one competencies 46 outlined by the SRA as the basis of the SQE, an SQE focused degree looks
dull. 47 It also looks incredibly full. In order to cover the content which deals with substantive legal
knowledge, practical application of that knowledge and procedural matters, a genuine SQE degree
will have to push all other options aside. There is no space for critical examination of issues, for
jurisprudence or legal theory or fanciful options like Gender, Sexuality and the Law, Legal History,
the Sociology of International Law or Environmental Law. 48 In addition to the violence this does to
law as a discipline, 49 this also undermines the intellectual education associated with law degrees, it
rips out the very essence of what makes them valuable degrees both from an individual perspective
and in an employment context. 50 To the non-traditional, risk averse entrant to H.E., however, an SQE
focused degree may appear to be a lower-risk, more financially accessible option. This will only serve
to exacerbate the problems recognised throughout this article, with working class students yet
further encouraged to
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end up in universities seen to be ‘second class’ both by themselves and others. And as
Bourdieu (1999, p. 423) asserts, ‘after an extended school career, which often entails
considerable sacrifice, the most culturally disadvantaged run the risk of ending up with a
devalued degree’.
And, we might add, a degree that makes it less likely that they have acquired any of the types of
‘social and cultural capital’ still used by many law firms as a criterion of the ‘brightest and best’.
Even from a purely legal practice perspective, pushing out all options to make room for SQE topics
and preparation seems absurd. The bread and butter areas of legal services undertaken by many
high street firms just do not feature. What about Family Law, Employment Law, Social Welfare Law
and Equality Law? The lack of space for consideration of these issues is problematic from a practice
point of view – law firms will have to provide additional training for their employees (or recruit
students with non-SQE degrees who have a more rounded knowledge and understanding of the law
and its underpinning concepts like the rule of law; or at least the ability to think). It is devastating for
those with an interest in those practice areas. The message is clear: this is not what solicitors do, at
least not proper ones and if you want to do this sort of work you need to grapple with the important
world of rich man’s law 51 first so that we can be sure you are a ‘goodun’.
Conclusions: Finding a reality that can make sense to all
The discussion above suggests a bleak picture. It would be easy to conclude that the inequality stasis
is here to stay and that the cycle cannot be broken. Indeed, it is difficult to see that these seemingly
intransigent problems will be addressed any time soon. It is even difficult to see that there has been
any real engagement with attempts to understand or address many of the issues presented herein.
There are some clear and obvious practical steps that could be taken. For example: introducing
genuinely background blind recruitment practices that make it impossible for employers to know
which school and university someone went to; a reduction in the reliance of work experience and
vacation placements as markers of commitment and quality; 52 and, not introducing the SQE and
instead thinking carefully about where the problems with legal education and training really are and
addressing those.
Whilst we would urge law firms and the SRA in particular to consider some of the above, many of
these factors are outwith our immediate control. Whilst we would be thrilled to be wrong, we are
not expecting change in these areas in the near future. So, as University law teachers, we want to
positively focus on the role that university law schools and we as law teachers have in this context,
and the influence we can exert to improve opportunities for our students.
The introduction of the SQE has been interesting to observe in terms of what it tells us about the
relationships between the solicitors profession and university law schools and the power dynamics
between them. It has been a little disappointing, though not surprising, to see a lack of engagement
from many elite institutions and frustrating but understandable to see some other institutions do
exactly what the SRA clearly expects universities to do. If we assume that the SQE is coming, it does
still not follow logically that universities have to do anything at all in response. We appreciate that
university law schools are concerned about their ability to attract law students and are therefore
devising strategies to help them with continued recruitment and give them an advantage in the
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market. However, we have already outlined why we think SQE focused degrees are a mistake and
why they will exacerbate inequalities. Instead, we believe university law schools should focus on
what university law schools do best – providing a (legal) education. Our focus should be on
encouraging students learn about law, on helping them to think about complex issues and critique
them and on helping them make their minds their own. 53 We accept that there are a variety of ways
to do this and that law schools do and should differ in their approach to law, legal knowledge and
learning and teaching. This is a good thing and one which is explicitly acknowledged and supported
by the QAA benchmark statement for Law. 54 There is no one right way to teach law. It might
therefore be argued that SQE focused degrees provide just another way of teaching law. However,
while there is no one right way to teach law at university level, valid approaches which are based on
both subject and pedagogic expertise have certain elements in common: They are about deep
learning and coming to a deep understanding of issues; they are about the ability to think critically
about issues and question accepted norms; they are about logically constructed building blocks and
about assessment which encourages learning and is meaningful; they are about threshold concepts
and the examination of foundational ideas, in short, they are about habits of mind. 55 In our view it
would be difficult to design an SQE ready degree which meets all of these requirements and as we
have suggested above, it is generally these things which are valued by employers.
While we think that there is room for a variety of types of law degrees, we are concerned that those
which focus particularly on ‘employability’ and unquestioningly accept the narrative of aspiration
and by implication those that will focus on the SQE sell something to students which is ultimately
damaging. It suggest that in order to be acceptable to the profession or to be employable in general
those students need to fundamentally change who they are. 56 At the same time those law schools
fail to really teach the skills or provide them with the cultural capital law firms are insisting on. We
would argue for law degrees which are essentially liberal arts degrees set in the context of law.
Ashford and Guth suggest that
The role of a liberal law degree must then be to make sure that even those
students who are intent on entering the legal profession and are studying law for
only that reason, are not merely trained fools but are compelled to engage with
theoretical questions, forced to think about, discuss, write about and explore a
variety of legal issues. 57
We would go further than that here and suggest that the role of liberal law degrees is to make sure
that students really are making their minds their own, that they develop the skills needed to
navigate the complex world beyond university and that they begin to understand the inequalities
inherent in the education system, the legal professions and society more generally. Liberal law
degrees can, in our view, help students overcome the injuries inflicted by an unequal society and
profession by providing them with frameworks from which they can start to understand the world
around them and giving them choices about the ways in which they can construct their personal
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professional identities. Liberal law degrees can and should help us all to make sense of a post SQE
world that removes the SQE from our thinking about legal education and lets us focus on the things
that matter.

